VALVE WORLD EXPO 2022 in Düsseldorf

Industrial valves sector looks forward to its leading trade
fair in Düsseldorf in November 2022

A mood of optimism within the industry: after a four-year break,
companies in the industrial valves sector are once again
longing for real encounters, a lively exchange of information
and technological innovations to touch at the exhibition stands.

Industrial valves and fittings play an indispensable role in
almost all industries, regulating flow rates, separating different
media and thus preventing liquid and gas spills. The exhibitors
at VALVE WORLD EXPO live from 29 November to 1
December 2022 in Halls 1 and 3 of Düsseldorf Fairgrounds will
show just how innovative the industry is.

The response from the industry is correspondingly great. Key
players such as MRC Global, KITZ, Emerson, Samson, AUMA,
Omal/Actuatech, Zwick Armaturen, Pekos Valves, Böhmer, Ari
Armaturen, Effebi, Hoerbiger, Galperti, Neles/metso, Neway
and Crane are firmly behind the leading trade fair. Mediumsized companies are also clearly showing their colours in
Düsseldorf. An overview of the registration status to date will be
published at www.valveworldexpo.com at the end of February.
Interested companies can still register to take part in the fair.

The accompanying Valve World Conference in Hall 1 and the
Valve World Expo Forum in Hall 3 will ensure a balanced
transfer of know-how between theory and practice. The Valve
World Conference will celebrate its premiere in the new
Exhibition Hall 1, which is one of the world's trendsetters in the
field of congresses and events in terms of architecture and
technology.
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The organisation of the conference is again in the professional
hands of KCI. In addition, there will be the Valve World Expo
Forum with a free lecture programme on the first day of the fair.
Here, Vulkan-Verlag is organising a one-day, German-language
programme.

The ecoMetals campaign for VALVE WORLD EXPO 2022
shows that topics such as sustainability, energy efficiency and
resource conservation play a central role, especially in energyintensive industries.

Guided tours (ecoMetals-trails) to the stands of exhibitors who
consciously produce sustainably are part of the daily trade fair
programme. The starting point is a marked meeting point in the
new South Entrance Area. Interested exhibitors can still register
directly

at

the

project

department

at

exhibitor@valveworldexpo.de.

Further

information

about

VALVE

WORLD

EXPO,

its

Conference, the Forum and the ecoMetals campaign can be
found on the internet portal at www.valveworldexpo.com.
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